
Oh, those crazy computer hands!! 
 

How many times have we heard this comment made by players in a tournament 
environment?  When we first purchased the dealing machine for the unit, I heard 
this comment many times by newer players.  This week Mary and I played in 
Gatlinburg at the regional and played entirely in KO’s and Swiss Team events 
with our good friends Amy Howells and Edie Siemens.  We saw over 400 “shuffle 
and deal” hands during the course of the week.  Seeing that number of hands we 
encountered many 6-5 hands, many hands with a void opposite a void and lots of 
other “unusual” combinations of points and distribution. 
 
Following is the hand that we had the most fun discussing.  I don’t claim that the 
bidding was the way the expert players would bid or the play was the way that 
the experts would play the hand, but this is what happened at our table.   
 
I picked up the hand: Q, AQJ1094, QJ10987, void.  My right hand opponent 
opened 1H in first chair.  In the previous few days I had discussed with some of 
my more experienced friends how to handle a situation when I had a 2 suiter and 
my opponent opened one of my suits.  The opinion expressed by my friends was 
that it was OK to overcall a suit even if I had good cards in the opponent’s suit, 
so remembering this conversion I boldly pulled out the 2D card.  The bidding 
continued Double (Negative) by LHO, P by partner, and surprise - surprise P by 
RHO. 
 
LHO led the 8H and dummy came down – AJ752, void, 6, J1076532.  I pitched a 
small club and south played the heart K.  The play at our table allowed me to 
make 4D.  The complete layout follows: 
 
 
    S:  109864 
    H:   82 
    D: 
    C:   AKQ984 
 
S:  Q         S:  AJ752 
H:  AQJ1094        H: 
D:  QJ10987        D:  6 
C:         C:  J1076532 
 
    S:  K3 
    H:  K7653 
    D:  AK5432 
    C:   
 
 
 
How many different contracts could you visualize in a pair game???  Can you 
imagine a sequence that doesn’t end up doubled? 


